Mounted Skills (C-2 Dressage)
RIDING EXPECTATIONS: Candidate should understand the purpose of USEF First Level and ride with
confidence and control on the flat, demonstrating a secure balanced position. The candidate progresses towards an
independent hand with a coordinated use of leg, seat and hands (aids) while riding figures and movements from USEF First
Level dressage tests, over cavaletti and in the open. Candidate should have an understanding of the Training Scale and
demonstrate effective aids to ride the horse freely forward with suppleness and a steady connection, and begin to develop
thrust. These expectations are applied to each block of the test.

The C-2 check-list is a valuable tool to evaluate a member’s readiness to test. It is recommended
that this check-list be used to evaluate a candidate no earlier than 90 days prior to the
certification. The evaluator should sign the “Signature” block when a candidate satisfactorily
performs the necessary skills while demonstrating both horse management and riding expectations for
the standard without instruction/coaching. If the member is not able to demonstrate the standard, the
evaluator should provide detailed comments on what improvements the candidate needs to make in
order to demonstrate the standard. An evaluator must be able to give an impartial evaluation of the
candidate's proficiency at the standard. The “D-1 through C-2 Examiner’s Handbook” and the last page
of the “Standards of Proficiency” outlines the qualities of an examiner that is appropriate to use.
Riding on the Flat
 Discuss warm up for both rider and mount, using the following terms: rhythm, tempo, suppleness, relaxation, bending, connection, and impulsion
MOVEMENTS












Demonstrate all figures and movements found in USEF Training Level and First Level, test 1 dressage tests.
Demonstrate work on the center line or quarter line to develop straightness.
Discuss aids for and demonstrate development of leg yield in both directions at walk and trot.
Discuss differences in quality of leg yield left compared to right.
Discuss why stretching circles are important and demonstrate a 20 m stretching circle at the rising trot.
Increase and decrease of length of stride at trot and canter.
Ride mount without stirrups at all gaits, maintaining position and independence of aids.
Discuss performance to include: rider's position, use of aids, and whether horse developed free forward
movement, balance, rhythm, and connection appropriate for first level. . Discuss mounts straightness and
bending left and right, and whether a change in stride length was shown in lengthenings.
Candidate rides with confidence and control with a secure balanced position and progresses towards more
independent aids, initiating free forward movement with balance, rhythm, thrust, and a steady connection
appropriate to 1st level.



Discuss 2 cavaletti exercises at the walk and/or trot, to include cavaletti on a curved line.



Ride 1 or more cavaletti exercises, including either raised or curved cavaletti, while maintaining position, balance,
and connection.




Discuss purpose and goal of exercises
Ride cavaletti exercises while maintaining position, balance, and connection.



Discuss performance to include the influence of the cavaletti/ground pole work on horse’s rhythm, suppleness, and
connection.
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Mounted Skills (C-2 Dressage cont.)

Riding Test
 Bring a hand-drawn diagram of the current USEF First Level Test 1 to show the layout of the arena, letters,
geometry and placement of figures.


Discuss your goals for the test ride and preparation for movements referencing the Training Scale.



Perform USEF First Level test 1.



Discuss test performance to include rider’s position, mount’s free forward movement, balance, clear
rhythm at all gaits while developing suppleness, elasticity and steady connection. Discuss thrust appropriate to First Level.



Discuss ways to improve the ride and exercises that might be used.



Ride with confidence and control over varied terrain at the walk, and working trot, and, optional, working
canter (Rider’s option to ride alone or in a group.)



Discuss performance, including thoughts on any disobedience.



Choose one exercise from examples below, or one of your own, when riding in the open that would benefit
your horse and discuss its effectiveness. Discuss other possible exercises that might benefit your horse.



(Lengthening up hills, transitions down a hill, riding forward to energize a lazy horse, walking in a group to
settle a nervous horse, serpentines around trees, etc.)
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